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Ne\N Mexico

DAILY
Monday, March 11, 1974

Two House Judiciary Committee Members

Call For Unrestricted
Impeachment Inquiry
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Two House Judiciary
Committee members said Sunday a speedy and
unrestricted impeachment inquiry is more
important than courtroom justice in the Watergate
cases.
·
Rep. Robert Kastenmeier, D-Wis., said the
committee's impeachment inquiry must get all
necessary evidence even in cases where obtaining
that evidence destroys chances of prosecuting a
Watergate defendant.
Rep. Robert McClory, R-111., said the
impeachment inquiry should not be postponed until
the Watergate trials are completed, a suggestion
made by Watergate Judge John J. Sirica.
Both men, appearing on a joint television
interview (ABC TV's "Issues and Answers"), said
the House committee would subpoena President
Nixon if necessary for six tape recordings he has so
far refused to hand over.
In response to questions, both men said they felt

McClory said impeachment took precedence over
judicial matters, disagreeing with Watergate Judge
John J. Sirica's suggestion the inquiry should be
postponed until after the trials and even questioning
Sirica's right to hold a secret Grand Jury Watergate
report the committee wants.
"It seems to me we do have a proceeding which
supercedes the judicial proceeding or any other
action that's being taken in the country," he said.
"And particularly it seems to me much · more
important for us to get on with this impeachment
inquiry than it is to defer to the court ·or delay until
court proceedings are over."
Describing the impeachment proceedings as uan
autonomous proceeding (which) has nothing to do
with the judiciary or the executive branches,"
McClory said he thought Sirica "has no role except
to comply with the Grand Jury's request" to hand
over its secret Watergate report.
Kastenmeier predicted the committee would

Kastenmeier: The public interest and the constitution, I think, presume this to be a
superior matter for the republic.

Potatoes Get Mashed/
Saiers Soars: Lobo forward Mark Saiers had 18
points and 14 rebounds to lead UNM over Idaho
State. 73·65, in an NCAA first round game
Saturday night. UNM now meets San Francisco in
the Western Regionals at Tucson this Thursday.

Nitde Rompers
Race· Through
The Weekend
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
It was streakers• day out Saturday. The nude rompers raced
through a jumbo jet five miles above the Atlantic, startled a
women's lib· demonstration in London, enlivened the LBJ Library
in Austin and disrupted a Hollywood game show.
In London, three young men wearing only boots raced through
the middle of a women's lib demonstration at Hyde Park's
Speakers Corner.
Police chased the streakers as they leaped from a truck at the
nearby Marble Arch and raced towards the crowd gathered to
orations on behalf of the women's movement. Three students
were later held on charges of outraging public decency and of
breaching Hyde Park regulations.
The taping of the ABC television game show "Password" was
interrupted in Los Angeles Saturday when an unidentified male
streaker raced cross the stage, stunning host Allen Ludden, guests
Pat Harrington Jr. and Dick Gautier, and an audience of nearly
300. . .
.
A spokesman for the show said "it was all over in about 2%
seconds."
The show is scheduled to be aired April 5 and the spokesman
_said the segment with the "streaker" will be left in.
Five miles above the Atlantic, a bearded Turk burst nude from
a restroom in the rear of a 7 4 7 Jumbo Jet and raced the length of
the platte a.,_d back.
.
Shortly after a streaker raced past Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson and
CBS ttews attchorman Waltf!r Crottkite itt Austitt, Tex., a male
streaker rompf!d dowtt the middle of the Dallas Cowboy training
field itt Dallas as laughing rookies gathered for a two·day
workout.
Said a Cowboy spokesman: "A Volkswagen bus pulled up to
the fence at the back of the practice field and a guy came through
the gate, ran the length of the field, went through the front gate,
hid in the bushes, then the guy driving the bus came around and
picked him up. u
.
Streakers observed a day of rest Sunday, but there were a few
dissenters.
·
In contrast to the crowds of up to 800 ttaked sprinters who
have highlighted the rites of spring on campuses around the
country, Sunday's practitioners were mostly solo.·
(continued on page 2)

the impeachment proceeding takes precedence over
Watergate court action and cannot be bridled by the
judiciary branch.
"I still say the impeachment ·inquiry is most
important," Kastenmeier said.
"The public interest and the constitution, .J think,
presume this to be a superior matter for the
republic.
"Accordingly, even if it comes to pass that the
(Watergate) prosecutions fall ••. nonetheless, that
potential result must be a risk we're willing to
assume in connection with the resolution of the
impeachment inquiry."
Two Watergate grand juries have indicted a total
of seven former top-ranking Nixon advisers on
Watergate-related charges over the past 10 days. The
seven, including former Attorney General John N.
Mitchell and former Nixon advisers H. R. Haldeman
and John D. Ehrlichman, pleaded innocent Saturday
to all charges.

subpoena Sirica for the report if he did ttot give it
up.
Both men said the White House had been
dragging its feet in complying with committee
requests for evidence-especially the six tape
recordings of presidential conversations the
President has refused to yield-and said this could
lead to a legal battle.
McClory expressed confidence the White House
would yield the tapes attd avoid a conflict.
"But, he added, "I feel sure th~t if there is a
defiance of the committee there is no question the
committee will exercise its subpoena authority."
Committee counsel John M. Doar disclosed
Saturday the White House had delivered the first
batch of Watergate tapes and documents to the
committee Friday evening. The White House has
said it will limit the evidence it furnishes to that
already given Watergate Special Prosecutor Leon
Jaworski and his staff.

DRUG Provides Education
For" Entire Southwest
By MICHAEL TARASOFF
Of the Lobo Staff

DRUG, Drug Resources for
University Groups, is presently in
its third year at UNM, providing
drug information and education
to the entire southwest.
Established in August 1871, as
one of eight in the nation, with
the major objectives of
understanding drug use, its causes,
cures and prevention, DRUG has
since approached these goals
through a comprehensive p1·ogram
which emphasizes all aspects of
the drug problem.
The most popular function of
DRUG, in terms of public
participation, is the drug analysis
laboratory Which has processed
over 500 samples in the past year.
"I would like to emphasize the
need for the alleged contettt and
any user reactions to samples
submitted for analysis," said Bill
Rahe. a graduate student in
chemistry currently employed as
the analyst for DRUG.
''There is such a broad
spectrum of drugs in use 'that it is
necessary to have this information
as a guide to attalysis," Rahe said.
Eshblished in 1972, and
licensed by the New Mexico
Board of Pharmacy and the
federal Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs, the lab provides

drug analysis on an anonymous
basis.
"Samples that we used to
consider weird are now very
ordinary,'~ administrative assistant
Rita Jaramillo said. "The strangest
sample subf!Iitted for analysis I

can remember was an alleged dose
of mescaline which turned out to
be a dog yummie."
Rahe said some very interesting
samples are still submitted.
"One week I received an entire
(continued on page 2)

Small But
Faithful
Cro1Nd
Enjoys
Joni
Mitchell
See Review
on Page 3
Joni Mitchell
l

.•

HOnors Program Plans
Citi?en.-UNM D18/ogues'

Nude Rompers
Race Through
The Weekend

1

Albuquerque'~

. Th.e project, u~der the
d1rect10n of Leroy Perkms for th.e
UN!" Gen!!ral Honors Program, 1s
seekmg local civic and service
groups wishing to participate in
these dialogues "on public policy
issu.es o!, importance to New
Mexicans.
Presentations will be made by
groups of three-one profcssc;>r
~nd. two students-and will
Include Spanish-speaking teams.

c.urrent
l?roblems and concerns Will be the
locus of a new program at UNM
designed to bring the community
and the university in closer touch.
Und~Jr a grant from the New
M<:xico Huma~ities Council, a
ser•es of 18 dmlogues between
Albuquerque citizens' groups and
teams of UNM l?rofessors and
honor students Will take place
from March through May.
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WIN $50
A Contest You Can't Lose!
i

I

While e~ting the best pizza in town at Carrara's Pizza*,
right across the street (Yz block off Central), just buy a large
pizza with only 4 items on it. Fill in your name and address
and the 4 items you had on your pizza on your entry blank. If
you're the first to pick the previously drawn items you win
$50. If you pick 3 out of 4 you win a Carraro's Pizza tee shirt.
Otherwise you enjoy the best pizza In town. You can't lose.
Name
.___ Date,______
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ phone No_,_ _ __
Four items on pizza
1. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3, - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.!

!
..:

i

2.

I
i

:

4. - - - - - - - - - -···--*Delivery orders not considered in conte~t

i

Carrara's Pizza
106-B Cornell SE
REAR ENTRANCE

268-2300

"We hope to bring together
people of divergent points of view
not used to being in the same
room with each other to talk
about one of three majo; problem
areas "Perkins said. ·
The three subject areas to
which the teams will address
themselves are: Multi-Cultural
Education, Career Opportunities
and Population Changes, and
Land and Water Use and
Development.
"However, this is not primarily
an adult education program,"
Perkins said. "Our role will be to
listen as well as to talk. I consider
the project an exercise in
communication reflecting a
humanist perspective within the
context of public policy issues. It
is a means of knocking down
so me of the walls that exist
between different social, ethnic,
and economic groups."
The project's title, "The
Missing Pieces in New Mexico's
Cultural Mosaic," is intended to
convey this purpose. "These
missing pieces include aii persons
who have opinions on issues
crucial to New Mexico's future,
but who are frustrated by their
inability to air these opinions
outside their immediate family or
co·workers," Perkins said. "This
project will provide a forum for
some of the missing pieces of our
state to express themselves and to
benefit from the ideas and
expertise of out team members."
The UNM participants-six
professors and 18 honors
students-expect to play a unique
role.
"There are many organizations
who work with the poor, the
imprisoned, and other segments of
our society," Perkins said, ·

(continued from page 1)
A 5-foot-4 brunette wearing only boots ran across the track at
the Ateo, N.J., dragway, jumped the fence, ran to the starting line
and then walked to the timing tower before fleeing in a waiting
car.
At O'Hare International Airport in Chicago, a laughing
policeman chased a man dressed only in shoes, socks and an
Army cap. Passengers in the terminal booed the policeman before
the streaker disappeared into a locker room.
A streaker wearing combat boots and a gas mask trotted by the
National Guard headquarters in Kalamazoo, Micl:., in 36 degree
weather. Guardsmen were having lunch between drills nearby.
In a group ritual, about 25 UCLA students including three
women dashed naked from dormitory to dormitory for about
four hours. The campus was in a jubilant mood after its
basketball team's victory over Southern Cal Saturday night.
Streakers in Belfast, Northern Ireland, dnshed through crowds
of churchgoers and prompted a policeman in the city wracked by
bombers for 41h years to say: "Let's be fair. This is streaks ahead
of the normal offenses we have to deal with. If this was all that
happened here, we wouldn't mind at all."
The Belfast streakers breached defenses of the heavily guarded
downtown district and soldiers and policemen guarding against
bomb attacks captured five nude men.
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In San Diego, AI Justice, president of the Sexual Freedom
League, called for two days to be set aside for streaking: April 15
for taxpayers to streak capitols and city halls, and June 22 to
celebrate the arrival of summer.

.
1

'

But at Muncie, Ind., Ball State University president John Pruis
called for an end to streaking after a disturbance Friday in which
10 persons were arrested.
''What began several days ago as a local version of a national
phenomenon of streakillg has become something more than the
latest campus caper," Pruis said in a statement. He said activities
.on campus had become "a totally unacceptable modern form of
the rites of spring. Violation of the law cannot be condoned,
The potential for serious problems is real."

B

necessary analyze their body
chemistry."
"Both samples were negative,"
Ralte said, "hut the rats really
enjoyed them."
"Most inquiries to the lab are
made by actual users,"
administrative assistant Andi
Poole said. "Occasionally
concerned families, friends and
teachers also utilize the free
service."
"Law enforcement agencies are
provided information for training
only, not for the purpose of
evidence or incrimination," Poole
said. "We occasionally analyze
prescription drugs also.''

~;~~~2i~:=~===~-~O~t~her
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Duplicating Center

include; education, media
development, legislative council,
research and EWaluation, trajning,
and volunteer services.
Poole said DRUG's crisis
treatment center was abandoned
because, "In view of the
successful operation of AGORA's
crisis center on campus, we could
see no need for a separate center
of our own."
Funds to DRUG from the
Federal Office of Education have
been increased each year.
Additional funding is provided by
Bernalillo County, City of
Albuquerque, Albuquerque Public
Schools, Bernalillo County Mental
functions of DRUG Health Center, and Hoffmann·La
Roche Pharmaceuticals for various
programs about the county.
The procedure for submitting
samples to the lab is explained in
· a blue mail-in form, available to
the public in Mesa Vista Hall,
room 2025, and at other locations
about the campus and the
community.

True Love Entwined
This exquisitely fashioned diamond wedding set
collection, superbly symbolizes the timeless radiance and endless flow of True love Entwined.
Choose your distinctive wedding set from out
True Love' Entwined collection in 14k white or
yellow gold.
From $50-0thers From $175

~8204 Menaul N E
Hoffman Town Center

3c per copy, 10 or over
4c per copy, under 10

Duplicator or Mimeo
BVz x 11, 4 copies for 1c
B!tz x 14,3 copies for 1c

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202

Hours:
Front Door Parking
BankAmericard

Master Charge
E~tended

Xerox Machine

l
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Credit Terms
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Mon. 9-5 Tues. 9:30-5
Wed. 11:30-1 Thurs. 9:30-5
Fri. 8:30 am-9 am & 11 am-4 pm

•
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~

Two women streakers, one described as "shapely with long
blonde hair," were readily recognizable, police said: "They are
the only women on the streets without any clothing on."
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DRUG Provides Education

(continued from page J)
birthday cake allegedly containing
LSD, and a gallon of root beer
which someone believed was
intended to poison them."
"Due to the large quantity of
both samples, the only means I
had of testing them was to feed
them to some laboratory rats, and
then observe their behavior and if

Sick call:
Lake, &
Palmer played San Francisco, and
when it came time for Keith
Emerson's keyboard antics
something went wrong-the
keyboard exploded before
Emerson got clear. He has cuts
and a broken fingernail ....
-from Rolling Stone '·•
"Randomgot_~~::

~

~

••
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JonI ffiitchell Tfiumphs
Johnson Gym is an ugly place what we expected, a bunch of
to have a conce~t. I knew that, rowdies. You scared us half to
but I had forgotten, because the death with all that silence in the
Jon i Mitchell concert last first half."
Thursday night was the first one
The show was long (sbe was on
held there since the Traffic stage for over two hours), full,
disaster last January (which and fast·paced. She seemed to
resulted in a minor riot), and it warm up more after tbe
had been about nine months intermission and talked more to
before that since I had attended a the audience, but nothing she said
show there. '
added anything to what we know
I damn near broke my neck of her, except perhaps to confirm
stumbling down the bleachers, that Joni Mitchell is indeed the
trying to get to the floor-it shy, sometimes awkward person,
seemed much darker than at the without the magnified ego that
Arena or .Popejoy Hall. Which seems to be standard equipment
made the bright lights from the for most performers, that she
entranceways above and behind writes about in many of her
the stage all the more distracting. brilliant (self·) portraits.
Acoustically, J. Gym makes the
Her stage show revealed her
Civic seem like Popejoy Hall. If many sides, as do her songs. She
you're in tJte right (wrong) place, began in blue jeans and a Jigh t
you get double your money's blue work shirt, with a scarf
worth as the sounds (especially around her head; after
bass notes) come bouncing off the intermission the lady appeared in
back wall. The sound was often · a beautiful ankle·length blue
bad to begin with, with a lot of dress. She was constantly
technical problems especially in changing instruments, moving
the first half. Friends who sat to from guitar to piano to dulcimer,
the side of the stage told me it sometimej; playing alone and
was even worse there. Many sometimes backed by all or part
people were displeased weeks of her outstanding band, Tom
before the concert because of the Scott & the L.A. Express. (They
foul-up with tickets that left did a 45-minute warm-up that was
people either with poorer &eats mostly jazz, definitely fine.) She
than they might have been able to did most of the songs from her
buy or thinking that was the case, new album, "Court and Spark,"
which is just as bad. Add to it many from "Blue," and a few
Jerry Buckner's orange·vested oldies. It really didn't matter what
goons who are still more surly and she did-it was obvious a majority
pushy than they need to be, and of the crowd was made up of
you've got a delighful concert ardent admirers for whom she can
atmosphere.
do no wrong.
But even in our world of 1974
It was a low·key yet dazzling
Johnson Gyms, there are still exhibition of the many talents of
magic people, those who possess Joni MitchelL The presence, the
the aesthetic gifts that transcend emotion, the wide instrumental
such mondo distractions and carry skill, and that incredible voice
us to another place of pure light. that effortlessly leaps higher up
Joni Mitchell is one of those rare the scales than you ever expect.
and precious people, and her ..• But I'll once again display my
concert here was a definite rock and roll instincts by
success, a beautiful red rose admitting the number I enjoyed
climbing out of a foundation of most was her rocking version of
thorns.
"Raised on Robbery"-it was a
The distractions, especially the surprise, it moved (it ran!), and
sound, seemed to bother her at the crowd roared. I love you, Joni
first, and later she admitted the Mitchell, and I've got you up on
crowd reaction was not what she that same pedestal so many others
had expected. When the small rightly worship beneath, but
audience (3750) finally Jet loose listen, lady-have you ever
with some yells, she smiled considered being the leader of a
broadly and said, "Yeah-that's rock 'n' roll band?
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Prescriptions filled
Lenses replaced

John Denver's
Greatest Hits
on One Album

.JOHN
7JENVERS
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'
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Includes: Take Me Home

Roads
Leaving,on a Jet Plane· Follow Me
Rocky Mountain High • Goodbye Again

Includes: Take Me Home,
Country Roads; Follow
Me; Starwood in Aspen;
For Baby (for Bobbie);
Rhymes and Reasons;
Leaving, on a Jet Plane:
The Eagle and the Hawk;
Sunshine on My
Shoulders; Goodbye
Again; Poems, Prayers
and Promises; Rocky
Mountain High

CPL 1,'CPS1.1CPK 1-0374

This album specially priced at only 3.99/rape4• 7 9

Only3.39eachLP/Tape4• 7 9
~~~.:!'~~J~~oi::_~R:rit~Eow-Mafcllill
7 PM
Channel 7
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Concert A Delight

lJshcd Monday through Fril! .y every
regul_ar week of the Univetsity year
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OPTICIANS

9:00-6:00
9:00-4:00
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New Energy Saving Hours:

Sat. 10-6
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News Editor
Isabell Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Here. Comes The
Budget Again
ASUNM President Ross Perkal's budget
recommendations for the 1974·75 academic year
contain some interesting, and somewhat questionable,
appropriations. His budget proposals, which have been
scrutinized and revised by the senate Finance
Committee, must be taken with the proverbial grain of
salt, for they reflect what the student body president
feels are the most worthwhile services ASUNM provides
for the students.
Taking that into account, here are some of the
recommendations and the line item appropriations that
President Perkal saw fit to fund with the welfare of the
students in mind:
-General Governmental. This is the appropriation
that keeps ASUNM running. Perkal's recommendation
was a $7000 increase over last year's total. Included in
the proposal was the position. of Administrative
Assistant to the President, a salaried job of $200 a
month for 10 months. That's $2,000 of student money
for an assistant. There is also $1,500 alloted for
presidential, vice presidential and the administrative
assistant's expense accounts. Finance Committee cut the
entire General Governmental recommendation to
$29,564, a $5000 increase from last year.
-Clinical Law. Perkal recommended that ASUNM
fund them $33,386, an increase of over $15,000.
Salaries alone comprise $23,640 of the appropriation
for four law assistants, two secretaries, a receptionist
and a staff attorney. Finance cut the amount to
$24,500, still a $6000 increase.
-ASUNM Student Lobby. Probably one of the most
nebulous of the ASUNM services, Perkal recommended
that their appropriation be $4,200. Just exactly what
the Lobby Committee does is not yet clear, for many
say that courting legislators is a vague and pragmatic
occupation. But if the recommendation is any
indication of what the committee does, it's a wonder
that more people don~t apply to be on the committee.
In Perkal's recommendation there is no less than $1,250
allocated for "parties" for legislators. Perkal proposed
$1250 for "one large party during the session, one small
party for the LUSC (Legislative University Study
Committee), one small party for the LUSC and the BEF
(Board of Educational Finance)" and one small party in
the fall for legislators." Finance cut the
recommendation to $2,690.
These three appropriations are only a few of the 24
recommendations that Perkal made. His entire budget
proposal amounted to $281,500. After Finance
Committee got through with the presidential
recommendations, the total was $247,486. Apparently
the seven senators on Finance Committee did not see
eye-to·eye with Perkal's proposals. And that's good..
According to his budget recommendations, Perkal.
seems preoccupied with salaried assistants, P.Xpense
accounts and parties for legislators instead of providing
UNM students with services that they can actUally
benefit from.

'I lUST PICKED THE USSER OF TWO EVILS-JUST LiKE YOU YANKS DID IN YOUR LAST ELECTION!'

Appreciates
Daily Lobo
Coverage
As a member of the ASUNM
Public Relations Committee, I
would like to thank the Lobo for
its coverage in depth of the
Candidate's Day held March 6 at
the University. Your editorial on
March 8 is also well noted.
In response to William Bretten's
letter on March 8 entitled
"Political Bribery," I would like
to give a few of my personal
views~· Point of information: the
PR Committee did not take a ten
cent loss on each hot dog sold; we
took a 15 cent loss. We also
dispensed free cokes
(approximately 800 dfinks, 100
donated by the Coca Cola
Company).
This was the first time to my
knowledge that Candidate's Day
was put on by the PR Committee.
In my opinion, it was a flop
before. Granted, the candidates
came, but they spoke· to only
candidates. The students were
busy being students. This time the
candidates came again and spoke
to the students. They also had a
lunch that a student budget could
afford.
"Bribery" is a strong term and
also a criminal act. I would prefer
to use the term "enticement."
The students at this university
have been labeled apathetic by
almost everyone. I disagree. UNM
students are not apathetic about
all things, just most of the things
that ASUNM government does for
their benefit. Most of the
students, in my experiences, have
proven to be very well versed in
political matters-would yciu call
that apathetic?
Now you ask why would we
want to ehtice the students on
Candidate's Day if they're not
apathetic? My answer is that the
members of the PR Committee
felt they had an event where the
students could openly meet the
candidates. We also felt that by
offering these enticements, the
students would come and take
advantage of this event and
(continued
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A Faculty Streak?
Some of the faculty will be voting on the newly proposed
grading system as devised by a committee headed by Dr. John
Howarth of the Physics Department. May I suggest that Dr.
Howarth organize a faculty streak to be performed by proponents
of the measure, and that Professor Gilbert Merkx organize a
group of opponents to ·the measure to run an opposition streak.
Judges picked from various campus organizations could choose
the winner by assessing points in the following manner: One
point per streaker; streakers not wearing shoes, 2 points; streakers
wearing masks or other means to defy idenfificati,pn, only
one-half point. An appropriate time and place could be set up for
the streaking event. Faculty not wishing to participate may vote
for or against the new grading system by the proposed secret
ballot.
·Guido H. Daub
Professor of Chern istry

..
0 p1n1on·:·
All The News That Fits
The recent deportation of Alexander Solzhenitsyn provides us
with yet one more example of the repressive character of the
SOviet regime. But at the same time, this incident has called forth
the most transparent hypocrisies from the establishment media. It
was only 55 years ago that Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer
and his associates rounded up hundreds, if not thousands, of
alleged "subversives" and had them deported. And only 20 years
have passed since Ethel and Julius Rosenberg were executed on
mostly circumstantial evidence. And these events occurred
here-in the bastion of human freedom.
The bourgeois press would perhaps reply that to err is human,
and after all it was only a temporary lapse. Unfortunately, the
bourgeoisie makes little effort to learn from their errors. Only last
year the highest echelons of the present administration were
faltering, and. perhaps still are, in their eternally vigilant
preservation of fundamental human freedoms. This elite corps
had little compunction in organizing counter-intelligence against
the Left. For instance, the Socialist Workers Party and Young
. Socia Iist Alliance, two groups that were instrumental in
organizing the anti-war movement, have been continually
harassed, their offices subjected to break·ins and their members
ass au Ited. But much more significantly, where were the
freedom-fighters when the slaughter in Chile took place?
Seen from this angle, the supposedly human concerns of the
establishment media reveal their Aesopian character. We are hot
attempting to attribute evil motives to a band of ~onspiratorial
journalists-this is rarely the case. What we wish to emphasize,
however, is that the establishment media views the world with
blinders, just as does the SOviet bureaucracy. This media reflects
the view of the ruling class in our society; rarely can it penetrate
into the .sort of contradictioh in which we have attempted to
expose. We might say that the bourgeois press prints all the news
the bourgeoisie sees fit to print.
James Moreau

By JOHN REDHOUSE .
lt has recently been pomted
out by New Mexico politicians
and certain members of the local
scientific community that the
state of New Mexico contains an
abundant supply of natural
resources that can be tapped and
developed into a wide variety of
consumable fuels to help alleviate
the national energy crisis. Among
these natural resources are oil, gas,
coal and uranium.
Much of these mineral deposits
are located in the northwestern
part of the state, namely on ·the
Navajo reservation. There are also
a number of outside corporations
which are presently mining and
drilling for these resources on our

reservation
leaving polluted
water and destroyed
land in air,
the
·•
wake.
However, there is a growing
awareness among the Navajo
people that these foreign invader
companies have colluded with
local, state, and federal
government agencies to act
together in exploiting our land as
a cheap, expendable resource
colony to suit and service the
gluttonous needs of the
imperialistic White Man. For
example, the Peabody Coal
Company is now indiscriminately
strip-mining our sacred Black
Mesa so that the people in
Southern California can have
electric toothbrushes, shoe buffers
and vibrators. Peabody is
presently the largest coal mine
operator in the U.S.
Near Shiprock, Utah
International operates the largest
open strip·mining pit in the world,
and yet pays the Navajo Tribe'a
ri.IJ.l~:ulo\l!fb,.low 15 cents
severance royalty per ton of coal.
For years, the Four Corners
Power Plant has been considered
as the worst air polluter in the
world. Now the El Paso Natural
Gas Company and Western Coal
Gasification Company (WESCO)
are planning to build a total of
eight huge coal gasification plants
(with related strip-mining
operations and supportive
industries) on the Navajo
reservation, despite the fact that
the Navajo people in the proposed
development site have passed two
community resolutions opposing
the construction and operation of
any and all gasification plants in
their area. Exxon Corporation is
planning to mine for uranium near
Shiprock, despite the fact that
several Navajo communities in the
area (including Shiprock) have
already gone on record as
opposing the proposal. The
Tucson Gas and Electric Company
(TG&E) is planning to construct a
large electric transmission line to
traverse the eastern part of our
reservation, despite the fact that
13 Navajo communities along the
proposed corridor route have
passed resolutions opposing the
planned location of the TG&E
line.
But for centuries, we have lived
without running water and
electricity, and survived the
technological onslaught on the
White Man's gadgets and
machines. We will survive the
White Man's energy crisis. We will
survive the White Mim.
Our whole society and culture
is based and rooted in our Mother
Earth and all of her children; the
Mountains and the Rocks, the Sky
and the Birds, the Streams and the
Grass, the Trees and .the Plants,
the Animals and the Dust. We
. . ,

0

n

respe.ct o~u Mother Em·t)l and try
to hve 1n harmony with her,
Unlike the White Man we do not
rape our Mother or st;ip-mine her
sacred bosom.
There is a growing realization
among our people that we must
cling to and spiritually refuel our
time-tested values and traditions.
To t•eturn to the Old Way, The
Way of our grandfathers. To
become protectors of our Mother
Earth. We must do this in order to
proteGt and defend our Mother
Earth from all outside1·s who seek
to destroy her. We must do this in
the spirit of Manuelito and Larry
Casuse. And finally, we must do
this so that our children their
children, and generatio~s yet

L U BANG ISLAND, Sunday World War II had ended in because he was ordered to by his
PHILIPPINES (UPI)-A bearded 1945 and that Japan was former commander, Maj. Yoshimi
lieutenant in the defunct Japanese defeated, Onoda paused 1111d said: Taniguchi,
Imperial Army came out of the "Victory oc defeat, I have done
"I am a soldier. I have to follow
jungles Sunday and surrendered my best. "
orders. Without an order, I cannot
his rusty samurai sword 29 years
He said '"he gave himself up come out," Onoda said.
after the end of Wol"!d War U,
saying: "Victory ot· defeat, I have
Sandpaintings
Pottery
done my best."
Lt. Hiroo Onoda, who turned
Findings
Baskets
52 Sunday, formally presented his
Rocks
Rugs
sword as a gesture of sut•t·cndet· to
Maj. Gen. Jose L. Rancudo of the
Philippine Air Force at a radar site
Zuni & Navajo
on a mountain in Lubang Island,
75 miles south of Manila.
Onoda is the second Japanese
177,7 TT
~'ii'
IT fDl
straggler to be found alive in the
~ \,U J1 \]
\,U ~
Pacific. Sgt. Shoichi Yokoi was
discovered in January of 1972 in
324 SAN FELIPE, N.W. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87104
the jungles of Guam,
'
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Lobos Axe Lumberjacks
By DEL JONES

.

first game 6·1 and taking the
Of the Lobo Staff
second 11·2;
Rightfielqer, Mike Pettenuzw
A windy weekend saw the .
UNM baseballers win two of its went 7 for 12 in the series with
three games against Northern two 1\omeruns, three qoubles, and
Arizona, a.t Lobo field, running a single. He batted in 12 runs, 11
the team's record to 6·2.
in two games.
Pettenuzzo's two homeruns
The Lobos won the Friday
afternoon contest in a 31 hit both were hit about 360 feet over
slugfest 13·11, then split a the scoreboard in left field. His
second one scored the only Lobo
doubleheade~ Saturday, losing the
..., .....

Until March 1 5th!
Free Thorn-Proof Tubes
or
Free Lock & Chain
with purchase of any new bike!

-== BICYCLES
The handmade bicycle from France

The Bike Shop, Inc.

823 Yale S.E.
842-9100

Hours
Mon-Sat 9:30-6

Sporting Goods
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(Pbotos by Sue Keith)

Slugger's Welcome: Pettenuzzo (no. 24) gets the hero treatment after
circling the bases on his roundtripper Saturday.
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Heavily favored UNM was
shocked by BYU at the WAC
swimming championships this
weekend at Salt Lake City. The
Cougars led the Lobos by 15
points going into the final event
and needed only a seventh place
· finish in the 400·yard freestyle
relay to defeat defending champ
UNM. They finished fifth and
won 398·395 .
Before the meet, coach John
Mechem had said that the Lobos
would be almost sure victors, but
if anyone had a chance to upset
them it would be Utah. Utah
finished third with 310 points.
BYU scored 85 points in the
diving competition which was the
difference. UNM's annual
(continued on page 8)

DO YOU NEED
CASH?
Ell'll 110'1 Willi
wllldy

~onlllwlat

BLOOD
PLASMA
DONOR CENTER

8amto5pm
T6esday - Saturday

By GREGORY LALIRE
Lobo Sports Editor

Hernando Aguirre, the Lobo
tennis player suspended by Coach
Joe Ferguson before the team's
trip to Corpus Christi (Feb. 27),
was reinstated on the team last
Thursday but still has his
complaints.
His major complaints concern
what Ferguson said about him to
the Daily Lobo Monday (printed
in last Tuesday's paper). The
coach said that Aguirre had been
suspended for throwing tennis
rackets, dragging around the
court, and fabricating an injury.
"I don't think the coach was
too tactful or fair about saying
those things about me to the
newspaper," Aguirre said. Aguirre
also denied the validity of some of
the things Ferguson said.
"The part about me refusing to
run laps, not being injured, and
quoting me as saying that the
racket slipped from my hand that
day (Feb. 26) are damn lies, to
put things a Ia Ferguson," Aguirre
said.
"There was no reason for me to
fake an injury at a time when I
wanted to play and that I was
playing my best tennis (the week
before the opening match against
New Mexico State-Feb. 23)," he
continued.
Aguirre admitted throwing his

"He wants to be head coach
after Ferguson retires probably at
the end of the season and I think
since I've the only one who won't
be back next year, I'm the right
guy on the team for him to appear
touglt with and to show off to."
Aguirre hopes his differe.ocQS
with the coaching staff are now
over with and that he goes on and
completes his Lobo tennis career
on a positive note.
When asked if he felt
disciplinary action would be taken
against him for speaking out
Aguirre said, "I felt the peopl~
should know both sides of the
story; Coach Ferguson allowed me
to talk to the newspaper and
guaranteed me that no action
would be taken against me as long
as I go out and try my best on the
court."
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= If you're leaving for the summer or just want to store your winter clothes, =
=
- bike. skies, stereo, et~ .• take advantage of this special offer.
=
~
UNM STUDENT. FACULTY, STAFF, DISCOUNT
~
=
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DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
1123 CENTRAL N.E.

ALB.,N.M.
(505) 765 ·5305

ALBUQUERQUf
1307 CENTRAL NE

~

. 5' x 10' x 8' $18 from May 13·Aug. 31
Regularly $12 per month, a $48 value.
Other lockers reg. $9-$55 per month ~ off.
Cash in advance for these special prices.
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ARA U-LDC:K-IT
Self StorageWarehouse
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Lunches Daily at OKIE'S

!

Draft Beer

Sandwich

--...

yarns • fibers • books
weaving supplies
....
looms •assistance
....
401 romero, n.w.

IAKI

~
old town 243·0655
~ 10·6, closed mondays
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Backpacking and camping weather has arrived in New Mexico, and Olympic Sports
can supply you with all your gear needs.
At Olympic Sports we carry the finest in
backpacking equipment, such as Jansport.
If you're mountaineering, climbing, camp·ing, road traveling, or if you're under 5'5"
and 120 lbs., Jansport has a backpack designed especially for you.
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2931 Monte Vista N. E.

Across from the University in the Triangle
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~ fibercraft materials

8:00 PM-10:00 PM
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(Conti11Ued on page 7)

YOU LOCK IT-YOU KEEP THE KEY-YOU HAVE 24 HOUR ACCESS.

"He got treatment and he felt
he was ready," Hackett said, "but
he only could run 30 yards in the
440 J>reliminades and couldn't
run in anything else. He had a
deeper bruise. than he thought."
Hackett feels Solomon would
have scored in the top three in
both the 440 and 600 if he had
been healthy.
.
"It just takes a couple of great
guys to give you a chance,"
Hackett said. "We could have
easily scored 10 points."
The mile relay team failed to
qualify at the championships as
did Walter Henderson in the 60
and Matt Henry in the 600. UNM
opens its outdoor season this
Saturday when the Lobos host
Wyoming at University Stadium.

s 0 u tl•ern c a1

. Netter

(continued from page 6)
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WAC champ UTEP edged
Colorado by one point, 19·18, for
the NCAA Indoor Track
Championship, while UNM had a
key trackster injured and failed to
score a point in the meet held at
Detroit's Cabo Arena over the
weekend.
"Just the great ones score in a
meet like this," Lobo Coach Hugh
Hackett said. "I thought ·only
(Michael) Solomon and (Ingemar)
Jernberg could score for us.
Jernberg came close, but Solomon
was injured."
Jernberg finished sixth in the
pole vault. Three vaulters had
16-6 and three others had 16·3
including Jernberg, but the
Swedish senior had more misses.
Solomon was injured when he
landed hard on his back while
"messing around in the high
jump" before leaving
Albuquerque .

• •

racket a couple of times on the
afternoon of Feb. 26 and admits
that a reprimand wouldn't have
been out of place. Howeve.r, he
added that in the three years he
has been at UNM he has seen
teammates throwing rackets
against the fence and even
breaking them against the ground,
but that nobody has ever been
kicked off before for doing that.
"I think the real reason I was
suspended was because I've been
griping about things for a couple
of weeks and that the racket deal
was just the excuse used to have
me kicked off," Aguirre said.
Aguirre said that at a· team
meeting a week before UNM's
first match, assistant coach Tom
Pucci told the players to voice any
complaints or criticisms to him
instead of the other people or
keeping it t.o themselves. Because
of this open door policy adopted
by the coaches, they couldn't very
well suspend him for "griping,''
Aguirre said.
"I've always gotten along fine
with Ferguson in the. past three
years; he's always beim nice to
me," Aguirre said. "But I think
the problems started when Pucci
appeared on the scene this year. I
haven't managed to get along with
him. He's been on my back for a
while.

West NCAA Basketball
Now it's on to Tucson for a
. .
semtfmal
Far West Regional game
Thursday against San Francisco
the West Coast Conferenc~
champion. The ·other semifinal
..
game is between Dayton, which
beat Los Angeles State in
Pocatello and UCLA which won
'
•
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Lobos Put Cage On Bengal Cagers, 73-65
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Slugger's Swing: Mike Pettenuzzo blasts a homerun in the fourtll inning
of Saturday's first game but it was the only run the Lobos could get in
the 6-1 los~ to Northern Arizona.
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Netter Serves Barbs;
Tankmen Reinstated On Team
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run in the 6·1 loss on Saturday.
In the three hour game on
Friday, the Lobos got off to a 2·0
lead scoring once in each of the
first two innings before the
Lumberjacks clubbed in three
runs in the third and five in the
fifth inning.
Then Pettenuzzo hit a three run
roundtripper which set the Lobos
into action· as they scored 11 runs
in the last 6 innings. Don Junick
(2-0) was credited with the win.
The opening game of the
Saturday doubleheader saw a
complete turnabout as the Lobos
could only come up with five well
scattered hits. 'l'he Lumberjacks
scored five runs in the fourth
inning to ice the game. Kent
Seaman (1·1) soaked up the loss.
The Lobos salvaged a split by
racking up 11 runs on 11 hits to
defeat Northern Arizona 11·2.
The Lobos scored three runs in
the sixth and iced the game with
five in the eighth. Ron Adair (2·0)
went the distance for the Lobos.
N. Arizona is now 4·5.
Gary Stewart, the Lobos'
starting catcher and clean-up
batter was unable to play in
Saturday's doubleheader because
of a pulled leg muscle suffered in
Friday's game. Stewart should be
back in time for this weekend's
games with Colorado State.
Although CSU is a WAC team it is
not in the same division as the
Lobos so the game will not count
on their divisional record .
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ASVNM Scholarship applications
available for scholarship and book
stipends in Room 1147, Mesa
Vista/Deadline is Tues., March 12, 5
p,m.

Fiesta Committee/room 2310 of the
SU:B/Mon., March 11/call Mario Torrez
at 277~5020 or 277-5029.
Speakers Worship for
N MPI R G /Jo-urnalism Reading
room/Tues. at 5 p.m.
Lip Service notes must be submitted
in writing by 1 p.m. at least two days
before publication. Notices of events
will be published a maximum of two
days prior to the event ancJ on the day
of the event. General items will be
printed once.
All information must be
included-event, time, day and
place-and should be delivered to room
15Q·A of the Journalism Building,
Creative Musicians, reception
ccnter/146 Quincy NE/Mon., March
11, 7 p,m.
Students for Jerry Apodacafroom
25o-B in the SUB/Tuesday, March 12,
6p.m,

Rates: 10~ per word, .1.00 minimum,
Terms.: Payment must be made In tull
prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 205,

'•
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PERSONALS

. GRADUATE STUDENT with family
needs 2 or 3 bedroom holll!e, near UNM,
before end of May. Rent between $150·
$160. Prefer a pleasant yard. 277·4726.
3/11
RIDER WANTED, Telluride, Colo. dUring
brenk. Leave number on ride board. 3/11
KAJUKEMDO KEMPO-KARATE. Private
lessona at your home, Two students at n
time. Contact Gerald, 898-0262.
3/13
WANTED: ONE- BEDROOM apt. or
house In a nice neighborhood. Married
couple to occupy April thru August. Call
David 261!-6528 or 277-4002.
SUICIDE Is a permanent solution to
temporary
problems.
We'll ·listen.
AGORA, 277·3013,
3/15
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP? You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247·9819.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply in person at the Lobo, room
158 of Student Publications.

·-----
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LOST&FOUND

FOUND: Man's watch in Dec. Contact
Barbara, Compqting Center, 277·4646,
LOST: KEYS on chain w/leathcr straP
and madalllon w/skler's picture. 277·
5475.
3/11
FOUND: Black beaded clasp purse ncar
Mesa Vista. Claim in .Journalism 205.
LOST: Copper and white Alaskan Malamute
Friday, March 1, 203 Princeton NE. Dog
needs medication. No questions asked,
just return her. Reward offered. Call
after 6:00. 268-7932.
3/11
FOUND: Coin purse containing keys and
money at Stanford & Silver, Identify &
claim. rm 205 Journalism.
l''OUND: MAN's watch by PhY8ics Bldg,
Identify and claim. 877·2667.
3/11

3)

SERVICES

CALCULUS TUTORING by grad student.
Experienced. Call Gary 242·5571.
3/15
SABLE WHITE COLLlE at stud. Cham•
Ilion Jines, 256-6780.
3/16
LOW CAR INSURANCE rates for mar~
rled students. Call 298·6491 and ask for
Dick Alexander.
3/15
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest Prices In town, fast, pleuing.
Near UNM. Call 265-2U4 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
HYPNOSIS: A scientific mental technique
Cor study-improvement, confidence, and
control. For a free informative brocburc
write or call : Center for Hypnosis,
Lomas Medical Office Plaza, Suite 210,
10701 Lomllll N.E., Albuquerque. N.M.
87112. 292·0370.
.
3/11
ll\IAGE5-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap·
plication photographs. Close, quick, aane.
2312~A Central SE. Behind Butterflelds.
266-9957.
6/3
LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical . Program offers legal services
for students and staff. Furnished by
qualified Jaw students under faculty au·
)Jervislon. Availability limited to those
whose assets and income do not exceed
established gUidelines. 50¢ registration
fee. Call 277~2913 or 277·3604 for in·
formation and appointmenh!. Sponsored
by Associated Students of UNM.
tfn
I WILL BABYSIT in my home SE area.
Call 268·8456.
3/11
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM carbon~
ribbon: guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
2/1~
rates. 298·7147.

SUMMER JOBS
Guys & Gals needed for summer
employment at National Parks,
Private Camps, Dude Ranches and
Resorts throughout the nation.
Over 50,000 students aided each
year. For FREE Information on
student assistance program send
self-addressed STAMPED enve·
lope to Opportunity Research,
Dept. SJO, 55 Flathead Drive,
Kalispell, MT 59901.

.... VOU MUST APPLV EARLY ....
~~~~i~'l;~£~f.fi~5J~~~!:rli~f!l~o:ltUs~g~

possibly gain some confidence in
ASUNM government by seeing for
themselves what is being done for
their benefit. I hope both these
goals were achieved.
You were there, Mr. Bretten.
Why?
Joel A. White
ASUNM Public Relations Com.

The Duke City Ling"!listic Circle
presents Randy Speirs/Wed., March 13
at 7:30 p.m./in University College
room 12/Free.

CLASSIFIED

1)

. (continued from page 4)

Women's Studies Collective will
show the film "I Am Somebody/Man.,
Wed., Thurs., March 11, 13, 14 at
12:00 and 12:45 in Ortega 119, One
evening showing March 13 at 7:30
p.m./Mitchell Hall 105.

ADVERTISING
()J' bJI f7IGil
Classltlt!d Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

NEW TWO BEDROOM fully furnished
apartments, security building, 4 blocks
UNM, 2119 Vassar SE. The Zodiac, 2656780.
3/16
llOSQUE PLAZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 & 2 Bds, Furn, & Unfurn.~
Utilities Included. Pool, gas barbeque,
large balconies, sauna, ref, air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$160.00. 8201 Marquette NE-266-6071.
Students & professors welcome Ill
LEAD & ASH SE, Lucaya House Apartment.~. Full security, all utllltles paid,
efficiency, $126/mo. l·bdrm $168/mo.
2·bdrm $186/mo. Call Jim at 843·7632
or 266~96113,
tfn
ONE BDRM furnished. For cou)Jie or one
single. 324 Penn. NE. $120. 6-month
lease and deposit. 242·2211.
tfn
THE CITADEL, efficiency and one bed·
room, reasonable rents from $130, mod
furnishings and shag carpeting, deluxe
electric kitchen, swimming pool, recrea·
tion room, card room, pool table, secur·
ity guards, walking distance to UNM,
1520 University NE, 243~2494.
4/12

6)

FOR SALE

$G6, ·247·

11·4
M·F

298-4811
Free

EMPLOYMENT

ADMINISTRATOR/Housing and Food
Services. Bachelor's Degree required.
CLOTHES !<'ROM 1890·1940, beautiful old
Master's Degree preferred but not mand·
quilts, oak furniture, photographic an·
atory, Experience in the field of Houstiques and more. Watch for the open•
ing Management and Counseling is
ing o[ The Silver Sunbeam Antiques.
necessary. For more information, ca11
March 23 at 3409 Central NE. · 3/22
243-9461 extension 310 or submit resume
no later than March 31, 1974 to Audrey
VERY OLD eplphone jumbo body guitar,
Stern,
Personnel Director, University of
good bluegrass instrument, 898-7659. 3/15
Albuquerque, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87140.
3/16
1963 RED VW BEETLE, good condition,
reliable transportation, $41i0 or best
oll'effr after 6 pm. 277•3784.
3/1&
7) MISCELLANEOUS
VOLVO 122S body. Engine, parts tor 11ale.
243-6013.
3/~ wANTs, REauLA~sxzE scnooL Bus.
MAG WHEELS (4) with F78·14 tires. Fits
price range up to $600. Call Steve,
Chev. 298-6157, $126
3/11
nights. 266·6789.
3/12
YASHICA 34mm SLR camera with acTHUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE b taking
cessorles-2X teleconvcrtor two fllters,
submillllions for the next luue. Bring
electronic flash, and carryi~g case. $400
them to room 205 Journalism.
or best offer. Call 265-9193 after 4 pm •. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 3/11 -~"- BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
. deta'ls
Photographer
or Entrepreneur
1971 MUSTANG, $2,300. For
t , ca11 .
operate
your own
campus party
Amlr, 268·1667.
3/11
ptcture business. Work your
FOR SALE: 1966 Austin Healey CJiissic;. own.hc;mr~and make agoqdincome. We
Mark UI. New engine, excellent condr• specialize m photomar1tetmg systems for
tlon. $2850 or best offer. After 6 pm, campus photography.
294·6863.
3/13 Candid Color Systems, Box 25669

5)
FORSALE
CONN
Eb ALTO SAXOPHONE,

from
Ohio Wesleyan

Experts with
latest techniques
and concepts o~
UNISEX
hair designings.

Consultations

1504-C Wyoming NE

THE
CHAPLIN
REVUE
ADogs Life

PART-TIME SECRETARIAL WORK, top
law firm, plush surroundings. 20 hrs, per
wk. Evenings except Friday plus Sat.
mornings, Light typing, Common sense
required. Mail resume to Julie Phipps.
P.O. Box 1903, Albuquerque 87103. 3/12

WHILE THEY LAST. Back iBBues of the
Dnily Lobo arc sold for 10~ each In Stu·
dent Publications Business Office room
205, Joumnllsm Building,

Photographs

The Lobos also fared well in
the two relay events winning the
400~freestyle and finishing second
behind Utah in the 400~individual
relay.
All-American Rick Klatt had,
what is to him, a qisappointing
meet coming in second in the
500-freestyle ( 441.19 ), and
finishing third in the 100·freestyle
(47.9).

JOBS IN ARCHAEOLOGY. Complete listing of summer "digs," training opportunities, all "How-to" information about
this exciting field. Send $3.00 to:
ARCHAEOLOGY FACTS, 306 Princeton SE,
Albuquerque, NM. 87106.
3/13
PERSONS NEEDED-20·26 hours weekly
for daytime help, Hours arrangeable.
Apply Dcr Wienerscbnitzel, 6901 Lomas.
3/13

COLUMBIAN-WEST. 1 block to UNM,
new & beautiful spacious luxury apartments. 209 Columbia S.E.--1 & 2 bed·
rooms, furnished & bills paid, from
$165,00. Recreation rooms, swimming
pool, dishwashers, disposers, security and
refrig. air. Mgr. 268·8934 or 268·
1006.
2/27

5)

The swimming events were a
different story as the Lobos
scored well in ahnost every event .
Randy Fuller won the 200~yard
individual medley with a 1:58.6
time. Doug Massey captured the
100~free (47.8), while Dave Feld
won the 200-breaststroke
(2:13.0).

3105. 5:00 and 6:00 pm, leave number.
3/12
ZENITH TURNTA:BLE STEREO unit w/
omnidirectional speakers, Hitachi-AM.FM 11tereo, S-track, amplifier, speakers,
Panasonic turntable, good condition, will
negotiate. 242~8447.
3/12
AUSTIN-HEALY 100·6/3000. Ask for
Craig, 242~9938.
3/12
'68 VW FASTBACK sedan, call 243-0272
for details.
3/12
RCA PORTABLE 8~track tape p)ayer
1-yr.-old, $80 or best offer. 243-0066, Ed.
3/12
KINGSIZED WATERBED. New Clemelex
II heater and pedestal frame, $80. 2662182.
3/11
TOM YOUNG's Spa 2 for 1 membership,
$17/mo. 266·6780.
3/11

FOR RENT

• • •

(continued from page 6)

weakness has been in the diving
competition and that defic;:it
caught up to them this weekend.

Letters

Elections Commission needs poll
workers for Mon., March
11/Volunteers contact student gov't
office in the,SUB.
Doug Flaherty will read his poetry
in Bandelier East LoungejWed., March
1.3 at s:oo p.m..wree,

Tankmen

Shoulder Arms
The Pilgrim
Candidate Petitions for
A.· SUNM President, Vice-President,
and Senators are available in
the A. SUNM Government Offi·ce .

n·eadt•10e: March 13

~:..oo
;;.J.

pm

No late petitions will be accepted.
As UNM £1ectt"ons··
Colnm· t's·st'Oil
11

405
!~O;k~la~h~ogm~a~C~i~ty~~~O~k~t~a~ho~m~a~7~3~1~25~:=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
787~~313

NewMBxica
Daily Lobo

Want Ads say it·
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates

10¢ per word, $1 .00 minimum charge
5 or more consecutive insertions
with no copy change~,
6¢ per word per day
60¢ per day minimum ~harge
Terms

Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
Albuquerque,. New Mexico 87131

Please place the following classified advertisement in
the New Mexico Daily Lobo
times beginning
--~~- , under the h~ading (circle one): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3:· Service; 4. For Rent; 5.
For Sale; 6. Employment; 7. Miscellaneous.

